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About This Game

Enjoy the unique world of adventure and challenges. "Amazon Rush" is an infinite running game with lots of thrill and fun. This
running game is beautifully designed with 2D pixel art with fascinating background and awesome sound effects. The game is so

exciting and interesting that you can play this game anytime you want irrespective of time and location.

Amazon Rush - is very easy to play with intuitive gaming controls perfect for players from all groups kids to teens to adults. The
game has also got lot many surprises while you play. Enjoythe huge variety of diamond stores and enjoy its luxury. You can also
buy power up upgrades with the coins you collected to cover the maximum distance in this unlimited infinite rush game. These
power up upgrades help you with speed, jet and increase your acceleration. You can also get these exciting power up upgrades

during the game as the bonus points.

=================
GAME FEATURES

=================
-Collect coins and diamonds

-Avoid the deadly spikes
-Buy power-up upgrades

-Buy new characters to play

Check out for new and trending characters in the Amazon Rush store and get your favorite character with unique powers. The
game is the best and only one of its kind to keep you or your kids engaged all the time. Along with you can also check out your
gaming skills and response skills with the game. Get the game and enjoy the unlimited fun of this infinite Amazon Rush game.
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=================
HOW TO PLAY

=================

Pess 'Space' to jump!, hold the button to jump higher!!
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Victor Corradi
Publisher:
Corradi Games
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2018
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